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Shock               Parallax    Diopter     Click      Ocular     Obj     Ocular 
Fog                   yds           Cps          Value      Lens       Bell     Bell
Water                                 dpr           1 click    Effective  Diam  Diam
Proof                                                  MOA      Diam/mm mm    mm
Yes                  10~  +1.75~-3    1/8          35            69      42.5

                         

Model              Mfn  Obj  FOV  Eye  Resolution   Lgth      Wgt                   
                          Stated  Diam      at          Relief   center          In.         oz.                                                                
                                                   100 yds  mm    Axis                
10-50x60SD     10-50 60       7.8-1.3  110-92   3-1.3        16.9      37.4    
   

In 2009 we are introducing several new and improved scope models that will further enhance our range and 
the enjoyment of our customers. These improvements include : 

                                                                                                                      
                           

 David Fuller                          John Fuller                     
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USFT and World FT PCP championships were won in 2007 with the Diamond Sportsman riflescope. The top 
competitors in these events chose this scope over and above any other maker! 

Our engineers have now redesigned the lens systems to further improve this championship winning scope. 

Improvements introduced in 2008 include :
-      Improvements to the resolution and image clarity have been achieved with the internal redesign 
-      An additional lens has been added 
-     Critical elevation adjustment has also been increased 25% allowing competitors  faster shots without adjustment to    
       the point of impact via the target turrets

The new design also allows for the scope to become 10% lighter 
and shorter. Whilst it is still the largest riflescope we make, the 
Sportsman introduced in 2008, a winner for you.
The Diamond Sportsman utilises the very best Japanese Camera 
quality lenses that have been precision ground and honed for 
image stability. Multi-coatings have been added to all the 

lenses to enhance light transition 

and reduce reflections that cause scopes to become dull in low 
light conditions. With these features combined, the result is the 
highest possible clarity! 
The Sportsman features a 30mm body, which provides both 
strength and improved clarity from increase light transmission. 
It is supplied with either a Mil Dot or NATO style range finding 
reticle. The saddle focusing is state of the art today in optical 
designing and the Sportsman features a detachable oversized 
wheel providing the user with precise focus and parallax 

correction. The target turrets feature a return to zero ability as come with all weather covers. 

Sportsman 
10-50x60

DIAMOND RANGE

NEW Nighteater Binocular 
and Harness

Congratulations to Paul Cray winner of both the USFT and World FT PCP Championships! Paul has owned  
 Stirling Diamond Sportsman riflescope for 3 his Nikko     years and 

Sunshade

NEW

Flashlight

NEW FOR 2009  

NEW Mountmaster Illuminated Series

New Targetmaster

New Flashlight

New Sunshade of Diamond Sportsman

New Nighteater Binocular and Harness 

New Gameking Illuminated LRX Available

New Mountmaster Illuminated

New Crossbow Scope

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

The Nikko Stirling range for 2009 is expanded and improved to offer more features to our customers. In 2008 
we have seen the growth and acceptance of the LRX and FT reticle designs. These hybrid reticle designs 
allow users much greater range finding and hold over reference points than standard reticles. So we have 
expanded their availability into the Game King and New Targetmaster Series. 

The last few years have seen many achievements for Nikko Stirling, we celebrated 50 Years in 2006 and won 
a World Championship and Optic of the Year award in 2007. These achievements are important measures for 
our products quality and acceptance by hunters and sportsmen. 

Mil DotNato

10

2

INTRODUCTION DIAMOND SPORTSMAN

has enjoyed growing success. 

I hope you enjoy our catalogue and it provides you with the information you need to decide on your next 
hunting or sports optic.

Good Hunting!

www.acp-waffen.de

http://www.wheel
http://www.wheel
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Targetmaster 2009 New Style New Features!

Mil Dot

Nikko Stirling in 2009 is introducing a totally new Targetmaster Series. In redesigning this Series we have 
sought to include features desired by Tactical or Competitive users. In addition to the many features 
offered, the Targetmaster 2009 provides the highest level of optical performance that will improve your 
shooting scores and results.

The Targetmaster in 2009 is available in four variable zoom models that allow the user to adjust the 
magnification required to suit their needs. The main body of the scope is a 30mm hard alloy tube that 
provides added strength and light transmission over one inch riflescopes. The lenses are coated in our 
ETE Mirolux coatings, which allow maximum light transmission to your eyes so you see the target faster, 
clearer and with more contrast. The Adjustments are Target style, to adjust simply pull out gently and turn 
to the desired setting. Push down again to lock. You can also return the dial setting to Zero without special 
tools so you can be ready in the field to accurately compensate as required for both windage and elevation.

All Targetmaster riflescopes feature Side Parallax and focus adjustment. This is easily achieved in with the 
side adjustments compared to objective adjusting riflescopes. Also located on the side is the switch for the 
illumination of the reticle. This looks much neater and 
allows quick adjustments in the field. Fast focus 
eyepieces allow you to adjust the scope to suit 
your eye strength. 

All Targetmaster riflescopes 
are  supplied with a 100 mm 
sunshade    and    you    can 
choose  one  of the optional 
large  wheels  that suit your 
needs.  Either  100 mm   or 
150 mm   diameter.   Dust 
Coves  are also  supplied.

TARGETMASTER TARGETMASTER

FT LRX

Actual

Magnification
Obj.
Diameter
(mm)

FOV at

100yds

Click
Value
(MOA)

Eye relief
(In.)

Tube

Diameter

NSTT41644MD 44

NSTT41644LRX 44

NSTT52050MD

NSTT52050LRX

NSTT62456MD 56

NSTT62456FT 56

NSTT105060FT 60

NSTT105060MD

4-16

4-16

6-24

6-24

10-50

10-50 60

27-7

27-7

17-4.8

17-4.8

11-2.5

11-2.5

1/8 

1/8 

1/8

1/8

1/8

1/8

3.5-4

3.5-4

3.5-4

3.5-4

3.5-4

3.5-4

30

30

30

30

30

30

14.57

14.57

16.38

16.38

16.97

16.97

Weight

(oz.)

WHEEL AVAILABLE

5-20

5-20

50

50

1/8 

1/8 

3.5-4

3.5-4

30

30

23.63

23.63

27.16

27.16

30.34

30.34

Model

15.55

15.55

25.04

25.04

(mm)

Length

(In.)

Push Pull adjustments

(mm)

21-6

21-6

www.acp-waffen.de
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Model               Actual  Obj  FOV Adj Eye  Tube  Lgth  Wgt 
                           Mag'n  Diam      at       Grad'n   Relief     Diam      (In.)     (oz.)
                                       (mm)   100 yds         

ND3015644       1.5-6    44        20.1-5.5 1/4    3.70-3.19   30 11.6 17.6 
ND3041256       4-12     56        8.3-2.9 1/4    3.27-2.80   30 14.1 17.53

0
m

m
 

        
3-9x42 Saddle swtich Illuminated 

DIAMOND 
30mm Series
Masters of the low light hunt

European hunters have traditionally chosen the 30mm body tube riflescopes for low light conditions in which they hunt. 
Put simply the larger 30mm body tubes allow designers to make a riflescope that captures more light to be delivered to 
your eye. This is critical in low light hunting. 

Additionally 30 mm riflescopes are considered stronger and more robust.  The Diamond 30 mm series offers all the      
features of the 1 inch series.  The 30 mm series is offered in two traditional sizes 1.5-6x44 and 4-12x56. Both are 
offered with the German number four reticle.

 

1.5-6x44 No.4 Reticle

The quest for the trophy or the elusive game animal takes today's hunters to more extreme locations where the climate 
and terrain pushes the hunters and their equipment to the limit. The Diamond Series are designed to specifically perform in 
these conditions. 
Diamond Series riflescopes are 100 % designed in Japan. Certified lenses ensure maximum clarity and brightness.  
Improved seals and internal fittings with precision CNC machined parts ensure the performance in the field is 
uncompromised. Every riflescope is individually checked for recoil, being waterproof and are also nitrogen filled. Optical 

coatings are added to the lenses to reduce the 
reflection of light by the glass surfaces, this ensures 
a brighter scope in low light conditions when target 
acquisition is critical.
The external design incorporates low profile 
adjustments that won't get caught in clothing or on 
foliage during a hunt.  The Diamond series looks 
attractive on any rifle. The deep Forest Green 
highlights combined with a flawless external matte 
finish will make the scope and admirable companion 
on your next hunt.

               
Model               Actual  Obj  FOV Adj Eye  Tube  Lgth  Wgt 
                           Mag'n  Diam      at       Grad'n   Relief     Diam     (In.)      (oz.)
                                       (mm)  100 yds         

ND1542 1.5-6 42                11.5 15.9
ND39                3-9 42                  12.4 13.4
ND412                42             3.27-2.80    13.9 13.8
ND4514MD  4.5-14   50             3.27-2.72     14.5 19.9

1.5-6x42

4-12x42

3-9x42

4.5-14x50AO Mil Dot

6 7

No.4 Dot 

Mil Dot 4 Plex 

DIAMOND 1 
INCH SERIES

DIAMOND 30MM 
ILLUMINATED

Faster shooting in Low light
The new Diamond Illuminated reticle designs 
feature a convenient and attractive switch 
located on the saddle next to the windage and 
elevation adjustments. Now the hunter can 
more easily adjust for the light conditions during 
a hunt.
Illuminated reticle riflescopes are designed for 
fast shooting in low light conditions. Here the 
hunter needs to quickly take a shot at fleeing 
game in twilight or forest conditions. The clearly 
defined illuminated reticle makes this easy. 
Without illumination the hunter is delayed in 
taking the shot as they have to locate the black 
reticle hidden in the dark hunting background.  
The Diamond Illuminated series features 30mm 
body tubes that allow the maximum light to 
reach your eyes.  Available in three models.

3-12x56 with No.4 Dot Reticle
DIAMOND ILLUMINATED SERIES

1-4x24 Saddle swtich Illuminated No.4 Dot Reticle

1.5-6x42 Saddle swtich Illuminated No.4 Dot Reticle

No.4 Dot Reticle
        
Model               Actual  Obj  FOV Adj Eye  Tube  Lgth  Wgt 
                           Mag'n  Diam      at       Grad'n   Relief     Diam     (In.)      (oz.)
                            (mm)  (mm)   100 yds   ( )  In.  (mm)  

NDSI1424 1.1-4 24        100-33 1/4 3 30         10.6 18.35
NDSI15642 1.5-6 42 67-20 1/4 3.2 30         12.2 20
NDSI3942 3-9 42 39-14 1/4 3.5 30  12.6 19
NDSI31256 3-12 56 34-10 1/4 3.5 30         14.2 24

(mm)

4-12

(mm) (mm)(In.)

1
1
1
1

20.1-5.5
11.4-4.1
8.9-2.9
7.9-2.8

1/4
1/4
1/4
1/8

3.70-3.19 
3.78-3.07

(In.)

www.acp-waffen.de

http://www
http://www


6-24x56 AGIR
Illuminated Mil Dot Reticle

8-32x60   shown without optional side wheel

4-16x50

Unique Push Pull
adjustments locks 
with Return to Zero

New low profile
intelligent switches

New Optional 
Flip up covers

Extended Sunshades

        
Model               Actual  Obj  FOV Adj Eye  Tube  Lgth  Wgt             Special
                           Mag'n  Diam      at          Grad'n     Relief     Diam    (In.)       (oz.)            Feature
                                      (mm)   100 yds       (mm)            

NPT856 8 56 12 1/8 3.5 30 15.50 23.60 Saddle focus, Push Pull system for W/E

NPT41650 4-16 50 25.7 1/8 3.5 30 15.35 24.69 Saddle focus, Push Pull system for W/E

NPT62456 6-24 56 16.5-5 1/8 3.5 30 16.06 26.10  Saddle focus, Push Pull system for W/E

NPT62456AG 6-24 56 16.5-5 1/8 3.5 30 16.06 26.10  Saddle focus, Push Pull system for W/E, 
                                                                                                                                  with Side wheel

NPT83260AG 8-32 60 11-3 1/8 3.5 30 16.50  28.00  Saddle focus, Push Pull system for W/E, 
                                                                                                                                  with Side wheel

Illuminated
Mil Dot

Extended
Mil Dot

8  9

NighteaterTM

8x56

   Grade “A” Fully multicoated lenses with  ETE coatings 
   One piece body for strength, rigidity and improved 
   accuracy
   Saddle parallax adjustment from 10m to infinity
   Stylish “built in” sunshade

   Fast focus eyepiece
   Waterproof as each scope is tested to 1.5m 
   Shock tested more than 200 times to 
   the equivalent of 240kg! 
   Nitrogen filled for fog proofing

KEY FEATURES found on all NIGHTEATER scopes 

Details of LRX reticle 
found on page 12

NPT105060AG 10-50 60 10.5-2.2      3.5 30 18.30  29.50  Saddle focus, Push Pull system 
                                                                                                                                  for W/E, with Side wheel

         

1/8

NIGHTEATER 30MM NIGHTEATER 30MM

8-32x60
10-50x60

FT LRX

NIGHTEATER  

Illuminated models allow for faster more accurate 
shooting in low light conditions as the illuminated reticle 
is more easily seen by your eyes. The brightness is 
adjustable through 8 settings allowing you to set the 
brightness to suit the conditions encountered whilst 
hunting.

TM

(In.)(mm)

www.acp-waffen.de

http://www.acp-Unique
http://www.acp-Unique
http://www.acp-Unique


Mil Dot

3.5-10x42

Named the NIGHTEATER 
because it was developed for the professional Kangaroo shooters in Australia who hunt exclusively at night, head-
shooting kangaroos at 200-300m to harvest the meat and skins. 

TM

We offer the exclusive ETE 
coatings on all lenses, which 
improves light transfer to the 
hunter ’s  eyes.  Most  other 
maker’s only coat the external 
lens  or  worse ,  j us t  use  a 

coloured tint for looks. 

The NIGHTEATER    Scopes 

are made in a new state-of-the-art manufacturing facility. 
The lenses we use are Grade A which are the best
available. Other brands typically use Grades B, C and D
to  save   costs.  The  lens  coatings  used  are  also  a  key 

TM

factor in the clarity achieved by the NIGHTEATER    range.  
TM

Model               Actual  Obj  FOV Adj Eye  Tube  Lgth  Wgt   Special
                           Mag'n  Diam      at       Grad'n   Relief     Diam    (In.)      (oz.)   Feature
                                       (mm)   100 yds         

NP15636 1.5-6 36     63.3-16 1/4 3.5 1 13.58 15.17 1 inch Tube

NP3942 3-9 42     33-13 1/4 3.5 1 13.45  16.50  1 inch Tube
NP31042 3.5-10 42     35.8-11.7 3.5 1 13.58 16.58 Saddle focus, 1 inch Tube
NP41644 4-16 44     27.5-7.9 1/4 3.5 1 15.55 19.75 Saddle focus, 1 inch Tube
NP62644 6-24 44     18.5-5.25  3.5 1 15.75 19.05  Saddle focus, 1 inch Tube
NP83244 8-32 44     15-4.5 1/4 3.5 1 15.75 19.40  Saddle focus, 1 inch Tube

LRX 4 Plex

NighteaterTM

10 11

4-16x44

6-24x44

NIGHTEATER 1 INCH NIGHTEATER 1 INCH

(mm) (In.)(In.)

1/4 

1/4 www.acp-waffen.de

http://www.factor
http://www.factor


Nighteater LRX Reticle

The Nighteater LRX reticle uses everyday measurements to allow you to quickly and accurately, range 
find and determine the correct hold over of your ammunition.Simply the hold over lines in this reticle are 
set at exact inches. The first one is set at 1 inch then 2 inches then 4 inches of hold over.

Quick accurate hold over markers

All you need to know is the trajectory or amount of bullet drop of your ammunition.
At 100 yards the distance between the centre and the first horizontal bar is 1 inch. The second bar is 2 inches. 
Then each bar is a further 2 inches at 100 yards. Hold over at other known distances is now easy to calculate. 
Full instructions and reference charts are supplied with each riflescope featuring the LRX reticle.

Nighteater FT reticle

The Nighteater FT reticle is designed for measurement. The FT reticle will allow you to 
quickly and accurately, range find and determine the correct hold over required for shot 
after shot over varying distances and wind conditions.
Simply the hold over lines and windage markers in the FT reticle are set at 50 millimetres 
at 100meters. Unlike other reticles we do not use millirans or vectors or factors so you can 
now easily calculate the distance and with your ammunitions trajectory the correct hold 
over !
Full instructions and reference charts are supplied with each riflescope featuring the FT 

reticle. 

This example shows a Fox correctly ranged to 300 yards using a .243, 70gr HP bullet. A 

10 MPH crosswind is also corrected using the LRX cross bars. 

1.5-6x44 30mm  No. 4 Reticle

1.5-6x44 30mm Illuminated No. 4 Reticle

Model               Actual  Obj  FOV Adj Eye  Tube  Lgth  Wgt   Special
                           Mag'n  Diam      at       Grad'n   Relief     Diam    (In.)      (oz.)   Feature
                                       (mm)   100 yds      (mm)   

NPT3015644 1.5-6 44 55-16 1/4 3.5 30 13.58 19.75 30mm Tube
NPT3031256 3-12 56 33-10 1/4 3.5 30 14.37 23.63 30mm Tube
         

NPTI3015644 1.5-6 44 55-16 1/4 3.5 30 13.58 19.75 30mm Tube, Illuminated Reticle
NPTI3031256 3-12 56 33-10 1/4 3.5 30 14.37 23.63 30mm Tube, Illuminated Reticle

         

Platinum Eurohunter 30mm

 30mm Illuminated

LRX reticle measurements in inches and yards

FT reticle line measurements in millimetres at increasing meter measurements.

 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900     1000
1st line                2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9         10
2ndline     4  6  8 10 12 14 16         18         20
3rd line     8          12 16 20 24 28 32 36         40
4th line     12         18 24 30 36 42 48 54         60
5th line    16 24 32 40 48 56 64 72         80
6th line  20 32 40 50 60 70 80 90        100

                         50          100       200      300      400      500      600       700       800       900       1000

        1st line               12.5       25        50         75       100      125      150       175       200       225        250

        2nd line              25         50         100       150      200       250      300       350       400       450        500

        3rd line               50         100       200       300     400       500       600     700       800       900       1000     

        4th line               75         150       300       450     600       750      900      1050     1200     1350      1500

        5th line         100        200      400       600     800      1000     1200     1400     1600     1800      2000

        6th line               125        250      500       750     1000    1250     1500     1750      2000     2250      2500

NighteaterTM

12 13

EUROHUNTER SERIESLRX/FT RETICLE

3-12x56 30mm  No. 4 Reticle

3-12x56 30mm Illuminated New Dot Reticle shown

Low light masters

The Eurohunter  range o f  30mm hunt ing 
riflescopes have been designed for hunting in 
thick European forests where the game is typically 
hidden in low light conditions. The Eurohunter 
range feature the ETE coatings that where 
developed for low light, enabling the hunters to 
see the game clearly. 

Illuminated reticle model were designed for fast 
shooting in low light conditions Quick shots 
are possible fleeing game in twilight or forest 
conditions. The clearly defined illuminated reticle 
makes this easy. Without this illumination your 
shot is delayed as you have to locate the black 
reticle hidden in the dark hunting background.

(mm) (In.)

10 
8
6
4
2
1

www.acp-waffen.de
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Model            Actual  Obj  FOV         Adj Eye  Tube  Lgth  Wgt   

                        Mag'n     Diam      at              Grad'n         Relief     Diam     (In.)      (oz.)    
                                       (mm)   100 yds   

   
  (In.)  

NGK3940 3-9 40 41-15            1/4 3.25 1 13 16
NGK41644AO 4-16 44 22.9-5.8        1/4 3.25 1 14.45 19
NGK41650AO 4-16 50 22.9-5.8        1/4 3.25 1 14.45 19.9
NGK62450AO 6-24 50 15.3-3.8        1/4 3.25 1 15.83 21.5

Features of the Gameking include:

- High Grade lenses. – Suitable for optical clarity enhancement allowing you greater contrast in the 

field.

- Optical Coatings – Coatings designed to reduce the reflection of light as it passes through your 
riflescope to your eye. Early morning and twilight hunting is greatly improved.

- Adjustable Objectives – Parallax and fine focus are critical on riflescopes used to hunt game over a 
large range of distances. As these scopes are designed to increase your hunting capabilities, we have 
built into most models an adjustable objective system of parallax correction     and fine focus, which many 
hunters use for range estimation.

- Finger adjustable Bezel – Under the watertight adjustment caps you find   accurate finger adjustable 
bezels for quickly adjusting the windage and elevation in your scope.

Gameking riflescopes are designed for today’s hunters. Introduced in  2008, this range encompasses riflescopes  

The range of Gameking variable zoom magnifications allow hunters greater flexibility in their hunting. Now you can 
simply adjust the zoom according to the conditions as you move through the hunting terrain. When the forest is thickest 
and the game is closer you can easily move the zoom to the lowest setting. 

This has the result of increasing your field of view so that the target can easily be seen without delay. Later when you 
move to more open fields the quick adjustment of the zoom will allow accurate shots on the furthest targets. Put simply, 

more hunting opportunities in a single scope!

Adjustable bezel

3-9x40 Mil Dot

6-24x50AO Mil Dot / LRX Reticle

4-16x44AO Mil Dot / LRX Reticle

4-16x50AO Mil Dot / LRX Reticle

14 15

powerful variable models that include a 6-24x50 AO illuminated. up to

NEW

NGK41644AOLRX 4-16 44 22.9-5.8        1/4 3.25 1 14.45 19
NGK41650AO  LRX 4-16 50 22.9-5.8        1/4 3.25 1 14.45 19.9
NGK62450AOLRX 6-24 50 15.3-3.8        1/4 3.25 1 15.83 21.5

NEW

NEW

3-9x40  Illuminated Mil Dot / LRX Reticle

 
Model                          Actual    Obj      FOV              Adj   Eye  Tube  Lgth  Wgt   
                                      Mag'n     Diam         at                Grad'n    Relief    Diam    (In.)       (oz.)    
                                                     (mm)      100 yds    (In.)   (In.)        
NGKI3940             3-9  40 39-13             1/4 3.25 1 12.6 16
NGKI351044AO            3.5-10   44 38-12.67 1/4 3.25 1 13.11 18
NGKI41644AO              4-16  44 22.9-5.8 1/4 3.25 1 14.45 19
NGKI62444AO              6-24  44 15.3-3.8 1/4 3.25 1 15.83 19.5
NGKI41650AO              4-16  50 22.9-5.8 1/4 3.25 1 14.45 19.9
NGKI62450AO              6-24  50 15.3-3.8 1/4 3.25 1 15.83 21.5

NGKI351044AOLRX     3.5-10   44 38-12.67 1/4 3.25 1 13.11 18NEW

NGKI41644AO        4-16 LRX  44 22.9-5.8 1/4 3.25 1 14.45 19NEW

NGKI62444AO        6-24 LRX  44 15.3-3.8 1/4 3.25 1 15.83 19.5NEW

NGKI41650AO        4-16 LRX  50 22.9-5.8 1/4 3.25 1 14.45 19.9NEW

NGKI62450AO        6-24 LRX  50 15.3-3.8 1/4 3.25 1 15.83 21.5NEW

      
NGKI3940LRX             3-9  40 39-13             1/4 3.25 1 12.6 16NEW

3.5-10x44AO  Illuminated Mil Dot / LRX Reticle

4-16x44AO Illuminated Mil Dot / LRX Reticle

6-24x44AO Illuminated Mil Dot / LRX Reticle

4-16x50AO Illuminated Mil Dot / LRX Reticle

6-24x50AO Illuminated Mil Dot / LRX Reticle

-Illuminated models – All illuminated scopes have glass reticles.

glare that can blind the hunter in   low light. The illumination is 
easily adjusted for brightness    allowing use in daylight or twilight.

Glass etched Mil Dot reticles provide crisp illumination without 

Red Green Reticle

LRX

GAMEKING GAMEKING

LRX

Mil Dot

Mil Dot

(mm)

(mm)

  (In.)  

www.acp-waffen.de

http://www.acp-4-16x44AO
http://www.acp-4-16x44AO
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4.5-14x50 AO Illuminated Mil Dot with one piece 3/8" mount

 
Model            Actual   Obj    FOV          Adj       Eye         Tube     Lgth       Wgt   Special   
                        Mag'n     Diam        at             Grad'n    Relief      Diam     (In.)       (oz.)  Feature    
                                       (mm)     100 yds           (In.) (In.)      
NGRA432       4              32   30.4           1/4         3              1        11.4     17.29     AO
NGRA2732     2-7           32   13.61-45.1 1/4        2.95-3.43 1        12        19.05     AO
NGRA3942     3-9  42   13-40.90    1/4        3-3.2525 1        13         23.28    AO
NGRA41242   4-12  42   10.5-30.4   1/4        2.5-2.87 1        13.6      23.68    AO

Model                 Actual        Obj         FOV  Adj   Eye        Tube   Lgth  Wgt 
                 Mag'n        Diam        at   Grad'n   Relief      Diam   (in.)   (oz.)
                             (mm)         (mm)     100 yds                    ( )           (in.)in.

NGRAI2732         32        13.61-45.1   2.95-3.43      1    12 21.16

NGRAI41242               42        9.95-30.95   3-3.25          1    13.5 25.75

NGRAI451450 2.64-3.15      1    14.9 27

Recoil stop

4-12x42AO

4x32 AO with one piece 3/8" mount

3-9x42 AO with one piece 3/8" mount

Flip up cover

2-7x32 AO with one piece 3/8" mount

NGRAI432 30.4                         1      

NGRAI3942             42 13-40.90       1          
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AIRKING AIRKING

2-7x32 AO Illuminated Mil Dot with one piece 3/8" mount

AIRKING riflescopes have been developed to 
enhance the growing sport of airgun hunting. 
Airguns that use powerful recoiled springs 
to release air to drive the pellet at speeds 
approaching .22 rimfires create tremendous 
recoil forces that often damage optics. The 
AIRKING has been developed to withstand 
these recoil forces. Combined with the rugged 
one piece 3/8 dovetail clamp mounts the 
AIRKING will remain accurate shot after 
shot. This has been enhanced in 2008 with 
additional recoil stop screws to ensure rigidity 
between the mount and rifles.

Higher grade lenses for clarity
-New machinery and lens technology has 
improved our lens quality.
Improved optical coatings  - Airking scopes 
feature a specially formulated optical coating 
that actually reduces the reflection of light 
away from the lens surface, so more light can 
travel through to the hunter's eyes providing 
better vision in the field. Many competitors just 
use a coloured tint on their lenses !
One piece body -providing additional strength 
and rigidity that will increase accuracy.
Rubber   adjustments  - allowing a more 
precise adjustment in the field of the zoom 
ring or objective ring.

4-12x42 AO Illuminated Mil Dot with one piece 3/8" mount

Target adjustments 
standard on all Airkings

2-7

4-12

4.5-14

4

3-9

                      50        6.84-23.03   

                            32 

1/4     3-3.2525

1/4     3 

1/4

1/4

1/4

11.4

13

18.34

24.34

(mm)
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These well made competitively priced scopes will 
stand up to real use. MOUNTMASTER riflescopes 
come with full metal alloy adjustment houses for 
greater reliablity. Adjustments are to 1/4 of an 
inch and feature a 4 plex reticle as standard. All 
MOUNTMASTER scopes are shock tested and 
nitrogen filled at the factory for fog and waterproofing. 

Additionally all MOUNTMASTER scopes come 
supplied with 3/8” quick detachable mounts-ideal for 
mounting on air guns and .22 rifles.

3-9x40 with 3/8" mount 

3-7x20 with 3/8" mount 

4x40with 3/8" mount 

   

Model            Actual   Obj    FOV          Adj       Eye         Tube     Lgth       Wgt      
                        Mag'n     Diam        at             Grad'n    Relief      Diam     (In.)       (oz.)       
                                        (mm)      100 yds           (In.) (In.)     
NMC432 4  32   32        1/4         3               1       12 11
NMC640 6  40   24        1/4         3               1       12.9         11.7
NMC3932 3-9  32   39-13         1/4         3             1       12.5         12
NMC3940 3-9  40   39-13         1/4         3               1       13 13
NMC41240 4-12  40   33-11                       1       14.53       13.4

Ideal for airguns and .22 rifles

HT432

HD332IRG

HD332

NEW CROSSBOW SERIES

Hunting small game with airguns or .22 rifles is becoming increasingly popular and a challenging sport. So too are 
the various plinking targets available today. Usually the game or target is small and the distances can vary from shot 
to shot. Normally a riflescope is focuses and parallax free at 100yards. However when the game or target is at closer 
ranges then focusing and parallax correction is necessary to avoid inaccuracy.
The new Mountmaster AO series has been developed to provide a fast correction to focus and parallax through the 
adjustable objective (AO) lenses. Now you can adjust right down to targets that are only 10 yards if required! 

The AO series feature a very strong 3/8-inch dovetail mount ring. Additionally we have added a recoil stop screw 
that allows the mount to be secured to powerful airguns without fear of shifting under the sharp recoil of the spring 
release. 

The Mountmaster AO series features finger adjustable windage and elevation bezels and an attractive matte finish. 
The reticle supplied is the popular Mil Dot which allows convenient holdover markers allowing quick shooting over 
varying distances !

All models are waterproof and nitrogen filled.

4x40  AO and 3/8" mount with recoil stop

6x40  AO and 3/8" mount with recoil stop

 

Model            Actual   Obj    FOV          Adj       Eye         Tube     Lgth       Wgt   Special   
                        Mag'n     Diam        at             Grad'n    Relief      Diam     (In.)       (oz.)  Feature    
                                       (mm)    100 yds           (In.) (In.)      

NMM432AO 4 32 32        1/4         3.25 1       12.24      9.9       AO
NMM440AO 4 40 34        1/4         3.25 1       12.7        11.3     AO
NMM640AO 6 40 24        1/4         3.25 1       13.2        11.5     AO
NMM3940AO 3-9 40 41-13        1/4         3.25 1       13.3        13.4     AO
NMM41250AO 4-12 50 30.6-10.2     1/4         3.25 1       14.8        14.2     AO

3-9x40  AO  and 3/8" mount with recoil stopIlluminated Mil Dot 

4x32  AO  and 3/8" mount with recoil stopIlluminated Mil Dot 

4-12x50  AO and 3/8" mount with recoil stopIlluminated Mil Dot 

Recoil stop

Illuminated
Red Dot

Illuminated
Green Dot

NMMI432AO 4 32 32        1/4         3.25 1       12.24      9.9       AO,Illuminated Reticle
NMMI3940AO 3-9 40 41-13        1/4         3.25 1       13.3        13.4     AO,Illuminated Reticle
NMMI41250AO 4-12 50 30.6-10.2     1/4         3.25 1       14.8        14.2     AO,Illuminated Reticle

NEW

NEW

NEW

Our new range of Cross Bow scopes offer both standard and 
illuminated models. The special reticle allows fast holdover 
points critical in any crossbow. These holdover lines compensate 
for the bolts trajectory or drop as the bolt travels away from you.
For hunting choose the illuminated models that is suited to 
provide the a reticle that can be seen in low light conditions found 
in twilight or dawn hunting conditions.

MOUNTMASTER AO MOUNTMASTER 
CROSSBOW SERIES

4x32 with 3/8" mount 

4x20 with  3/8" mount 

6x40 with 3/8" mount

1/4         3

(mm) 

(mm)

www.acp-waffen.de
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Laser Range Finder
Take our new 6x25 Laser Range Finder with you on your next hunt and 
be sure to hit the target! The LRF features a 6-power magnification 
so game out to 600 m will be easily visible and measured. The 
Range finder is compact, light weight (180g)and is supplied in a 
carry case. The LRF is powered by a standard lithium 3V (CR2) 
battery.

Other features include: 
Field of View of 122m at 1000m 
Measures 15m to 600m and accurate within 1m 
Mode button to switch between Meters and Yards
A rain setting to eliminate rain effects
Can be set to ignore closer objects <150m that may be in view
Approved with CE certified conformity with in European Union 
rules
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Reflex shooting is a demanding discipline, as the target needs to be acquired quickly in the sights. Accurate sighting 
without parallax or eye relief limitations are also vital to achieving that top scope or hunting success. Whether you 
are a hunter, recreational shooter or competitive marksman, the range of RED DOT reflex sights offers a great choice 
for you. Starting with the NRD25, a low profile 25mm objective sight through to the 50mm objective lens NRD50, the 
range provides a sight for all occasions. All Nikko Stirling RED Dot scopes are suitable for use on high-powered rifles, 
shotguns, handguns and includes the features below.

The new scope aligner allows you to save time and 
money sighting in your rifles before a hunt. Each Aligner 
is supplied with 16 barrel arbores that should suit most 
rifles! 

After mounting your new Nikko Stirling scope simply 
insert the correct barrel arbour into the devise and insert 
into the barrel. Now looking through the scope you can 
make adjustments to the windage and elevation to align 
your scope the devises Targeting grid. Final test firing at 
the range can now be efficiently completed!

NRD50
50mm Red Dot Scope with 
Integrated Mounts
Weight:7oz./198g
Lens diameter:1.7 inches/42mm  
Length:3.8inches/97mm
Fish : matte black (Sliver finish 
available)
Dot size:5 m.o.a  Bulit in mounts 
for 7/8” or 3/8” inch bases 

NRD25
Weight:3.6oz./103g
Tu b e  d i a m e t e r : 1  i n c h / 2 5 . 4 m m  
Length:4.3inches/110mm
Fish: matte black (Sliver finish available)
Dot size:4 m.o.a  Accessories:Lithium 
battery, 3/8”
Scope ring mounts&extension tube (1.12 
inches/30mm)

NRD30
Weight:4.3oz./123g
Tube diameter:1.2 inches/30mm  Length:4.3inches/
110mm
Fish : matte black (Sliver finish available)
Dot size:4 m.o.a  Accessories:Lithium battery, 3/8”
Scope ring mounts&extension tube (1.12 inches/

30mm)

NRD30/42
30mm/42mm Red Dot Scop with Integrated Mounts
Weight:6.4oz./182g
Lens diameter:1.2 inches/30mm  
Length:3.8inches/97mm
Fish : matte black (Sliver finish available)
Dot size:5 m.o.a  Bulit in mounts for 7/8” or 3/8” inch 

bases 

3/8 inch Dovetail series for airguns and .22’s Available 
in 1 inch and 30 mm in medium and high. Featuring a 
retractable recoil stop for use with larger airguns.

Red
Dot

and high.Weaver Series in both 1 inch and 30mm in low medium 

★70 lumens super brightness, 1W, 350mA

★Long life LED-total life 10000 hours

★Long battery life-3xAAA, 

    operating voltage 4.5V

★Waterproof-5m/1hour

★Rifle barrel mount

Flashlight NSTD7

★70 lumens super brightness, 1W, 350mA

★Long life LED-total life 10000 hours

★Long battery life-3xAAA, operating 

    voltage 4.5V

★Waterproof-5m/1hour

★Black carry pouch

Flashlight NSTD7A

New Laser Flashlight
The design of our laser light sight combines both the laser 
and the flashlight in a single moulded unit. The Laser 
Flashlight  uses a Weaver style clamp that can attach to any 
Weaver or Picatinny rail. The Laser Flashlight is supplied 
with a ring mount that attaches to any one inch riflescope to 
make an deadly hunting combination.

REFLEX RED DOT SIGHTS 
MOUNTS

FLASHLIGHT 
LRF

Reflex Red Dot Sights

New Scope Aligner

New Match Mounts

www.acp-waffen.de
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NSBHAR

NEW  20-60X85 with Full
Height Tripod
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Diamond Speed Sights

All Diamond Speed Sights are “fully made 
in Japan” using renowned Japanese optical 
technology and craftsmanship. They are made 
of metal alloy providing superior strength and 
robustness.

Diamond XT2 Speed Sights 

The Nikko Stirling Diamond XT2 Speedsight provides 
an ultra small red dot sight that is suitable for 
handguns, rifles and shotguns. We call these speed 
sights as they are designed to be used when fast 
reaction and target acquisition is required. The XT2 
is smaller than other red dot sights and this allows it 
to be mounted low on a pistol frame or rifle allowing 
them to operate close to the firearms bore which will 

The XT2 is made from Metal alloys for superior 
strength and features optical glass lenses with 
coatings to reduce glare and provide target clarity. 
The sight is fully waterproof with rubber seals inside 
the body and O-rings protecting the battery storage 
draw. The XT2 sight measures just 42mm long and 
28mm high. The red dot is fully adjustable for windage 
and elevation through the removable calibration wheel 
which makes adjustment accurate within a quarter of 

result in more accuracy. 

an inch at 100 yards.

 

Diamond PRO T

The XT2 has a three-way switch that  

 adjusts the red dot brightness to match 
the prevailing light conditions.  Field 
battery replacement is achieved via a 
handy draw that secures the battery in 
place. This allows the battery to be easily 
replaced without removing the sight from 
the firearm avoiding any need to re-sight 
the firearm.Several mounting options are 
available including popular handguns, 
weaver bases and 3/8" dovetails suitable 
for shotguns, .22’s and airguns.

allows the u  s  e  r   t o   choose between manually
 OFF or ON or an Automatic setting that  
utilises the sights built in light s  e  nsor that

The Pro T was introduced by Nikko Stirling in 2004 and has proven reliable for hunters needing 
fast reflex sights. Measuring 50mm in length, 

gives     the hunter a larger sight window. 

The PRO T is supplied with integral weaver 
mounts. Functionally it is similar to the XT2 

28mm width and 38mm in height the PRO T 

described  above.

NighteaterTM

12-26X60 20-60X85

Model 
Magnification Objective Lens 

Dia (mm)
Exit pupil Eye relief Field of View

(m/1000m;
ft/1000yds)

Resolution

NSNB836

NSNB1042

NSNB1050

8

10

10

36

42

50

4.5

4.2

5

18

15

18

129m / 387ft.

115m / 345ft.

93m / 279ft.

3

2.5

3.5

6"

6.7"

5.4"

Nighteater Binoculars are made with the same lenses and 
coating found in the popular Nighteater riflescopes so they are 
bright and clear allowing good vision and contrasting the twilight 
hunting conditions. They are waterproof and feature BAK4 lens 
systems. Coated with ETE microlux coatings and with an open 
hinge design for user comfort. 

All Nighteater Binoculars are supplied with a comfortable field 
harness. 

We offer two models of zoom magnification spotting scopes. Both are made with the 
Nighteater designs and Microlux lens coatings. These coating provide you with 
improved vision and contrast in low light. A compact 12-24x60 with tripod and case 
that can be easily carried on your hip. A larger 20-60x85 supplied with a sturdy fully 
adjustable tripod. Both the tripod and the spotting scope are supplied with carry 
cases.

XT2
PRO T

BINOCULAR 
SPOTTING SCOPE

(mm) (mm) (mm)

Min.Focusing 
distance

(m)
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